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A Value-Focused Thinking Approach to Assessing Community Resilience
Abstract
Disaster or community resilience
• Divide resilience into 4 or 5 categories (e.g., social, infrastructure, economic, information)
• Indicators or measures gathered at a state or regional level (20-40 measures)
• Normalize indicators on a 0-1 scale
• Aggregate indicators through a weighted linear additive equation (often equal weights)
• Examples: Cutter et al. 2008, Berke et al. 2012, 2014, Frazier et al. 2013, Linkov et al. 2013
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Resilience definition
• “Ability to prepare and plan for, absorb, recover 
from, and more successfully adapt to adverse 
events” (U.S. National Academies, 2012)
Good reviews of resilience measures
• Hosseini, S., K. Barker, and J.E. Ramirez-Marquez 
2016. A review of definitions and measures of 
systems resilience, Reliability Engineering and 
System Safety 145, 47-61.
• Cutter, S.L. 2016. The landscape of disaster 
resilience indicators in the USA. Natural Hazards
80, 741-758.
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Disaster or community resilience
• Divide resilience into 4 or 5 categories (e.g., 
social, infrastructure, economic, information)
• Indicators or measures gathered at a state or 
regional level (20-40 measures)
• Normalize indicators on a 0-1 scale
• Aggregate indicators through a weighted linear 
additive equation (often equal weights)
• Examples: Cutter et al. 2008, Berke et al. 2012, 
2014, Frazier et al. 2013, Linkov et al. 2013
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Example of resilience indicators
4
Social resilience
Educational equity Percent of population with college diploma
Age Percent of non-elderly population
Economic resilience
Housing capital Percent homeownership
Employment Percent employed
Institutional resilience
Mitigation Percent population covered by hazard mitigation plan
Political fragmentation Number of governments and special districts
Infrastructure resilience
Shelter capacity Percent vacant rental needs
Medical capacity Number of hospital beds per 10,000 people
Community capital
Place attachment Percent people who reside in state where they were born
Social capital Number of civic organizations per 10,000 people
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Shortcomings of existing metrics
• Existing metrics are mostly inputs
• May not accurately reflect outcomes community 
resilience
• Often do not account for uncertainty
• Example: 
• Having a disaster response plan 
• Plan must be implemented properly to be 
effective
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Value-focused thinking approach
Fundamental 
objective
Sub 
objective 1
Attribute 1
Sub 
objective 2
Attribute i
Sub 
objective 3
Attribute n
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Example
Maximize community 
resilience
Maximize 
societal 
resilience
Maximize 
economic 
resilience
Maximize 
infrastructure 
resilience
Maximize 
agricultural 
resilience
Maximize 
ecological 
resilience
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Societal resilience
Maximize 
societal 
resilience
Minimize 
societal 
impact
Minimize 
number of 
fatalities
Minimize 
number of 
injured people
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Economic resilience
Maximize 
economic 
resilience
Minimize 
economic 
impact
Minimize 
direct losses 
($)
Minimize job 
losses
Maximize 
economic 
recovery
Minimize days 
of business 
closure
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Infrastructure resilience
Maximize 
infrastructure 
resilience
Minimize 
infrastructure 
impact
Minimize number of 
critical systems 
affected
Minimize critical 
systems repair 
cost
Maximize 
infrastructure 
recovery
Minimize recovery 
time for critical 
systems
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Agricultural resilience
Maximize 
agricultural 
resilience
Minimize 
agricultural 
impact
Minimize number 
of affected farms
Maximize 
agricultural 
recovery
Minimize time for 
recovery of 
affected farms
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Environmental resilience
Maximize 
ecological 
resilience
Minimize 
ecological 
impact
Minimize 
number of 
affected species
Maximize 
ecological 
recovery
Minimize time for 
satisfactory recovery 
of affected species 
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Value functions and weights method
• Value functions derived from mid-value 
splitting
• Weights using rank reciprocal method
13
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Value functions
Attribute Type of function
Number of fatalities Linear
Number of injured 
people
Linear
Direct losses ($ 
millions)
Convex
Number of job losses Convex
Number of business 
closure days
Convex
Number of critical 
systems affected
Linear
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Value functions
Attribute Type of function
Recovery time for critical 
systems(months)
Convex 
Repair costs for critical 
systems ($ millions)
Convex
Number of affected farms Linear
Recovery time for 
farms(years)
Convex
Number of species affected Linear
Recovery time for species Linear 15
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Weight of attributes
Attribute Weight
Fatalities 0.32
Injured people 0.10
Direct losses ($ millions) 0.02
Job losses 0.05
Business closure days 0.03
Critical systems affected 0.16
Recovery time for critical systems 0.08
Repair costs for critical systems 0.06
Affected farms 0.04
Farm recovery 0.04
Species affected 0.03
Species recovery 0.02 16
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Resilience formula
• Determine values for each alternative’s 
attributes
• Assume value independence
𝑅 =෍𝑤𝑖𝑣𝑖(𝑥𝑖)
Resilience
Weight for attribute 𝑖
Value function for attribute 𝑖
Metric for 
attribute 𝑖
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Notional example
Attribute Str 1 Str 2 Str 3 Str 4 Str 
5
Fatalities 73 102 28 85 56
Injuries 1230 1650 285 1185 882
Direct losses ($ millions) 113 135 79 86 24
Job losses 115 380 190 248 27
Business closure days 21 26 18 14 8
Critical systems affected 2 5 4 5 3 18
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19
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Resilience values for alternatives
Species recovery
Affected species
Farms recovery
Affected farms
Critical systems repair costs
Critical systems recovery
Critical systems affected
Business closure
Job losses
Direct losses ($ millions)
Injured people
Fatalities
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Compare metrics across strategies
Attribute Str 1 Str 2 Str 3 Str 4 Str 
5
Fatalities 73 102 28 85 56
Injuries 1230 1650 285 1185 882
Direct losses ($ millions) 113 135 79 86 24
Job losses 115 380 190 248 27
Business closure days 21 26 18 14 8
Critical systems affected 2 5 4 5 3
20
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Sensitivity to fatalities and injuries
21
0.35 0.42
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Sensitivity to ecological resilience
22
0.02 0.47
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Conclusions
• Method uses output metrics as opposed to input 
metrics
• Extension of this method can be implemented
• Value focused thinking is an effective way to tackle 
multi-criteria problems like community resilience
• Helps institutions design strategies in more detail
• Easy to implement in Excel and other programming 
tools
Email: rohits@iastate.edu
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